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For the child in everybody
deciding what idea to be

and Lauren
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In a land not far from where 
you are now, there lives an 
idea. 

The idea was a new idea, so 
it didn’t have any shape or 
color yet.



“I’m not sure what I want 
to be,” said the idea to 
itself. “But I know I want to 
be something!”

The idea decided it would 
explore and see if it could 
find what it wanted to be.
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While exploring, the idea 
met another idea except 
this idea had shape and 
color!

The idea was a bright, 
bright yellow dog with six 
legs and was running in 
circles.



The running idea looked so 
happy running and playing, 
maybe the new idea would 
like doing it too. 

The new idea tried and 
tried, but without six legs 
running was no fun. So the 
idea moved on.
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After leaving the running 
idea, the new idea came 
upon another idea with 
shape and color. 

This new idea was a short 
and round elephant in a 
ballerina outfit. The idea 
was dancing and singing. 



The new idea thought 
dancing and singing looked 
like fun, so it decided to try.

But without an elephant 
trunk, the new idea had no 
music to dance to. 
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The new idea was sad that 
it still didn’t know what it 
wanted to be. 

So the new idea decided to 
be alone and think.



The new idea thought...

and thought...

and thought...

and thought...

until...
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It had a shape!

The new idea looked and 
admired its new shape.



I have paws and legs and a 
small fluffly tail!

“I think I like this shape!” 
said the thought out loud. 
“Now I just need a color!”
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